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PREFACE

This report presents results on the Mechanical Behaviour of 

Waferboard Floor Sheathing Under Concentrated Static and Impact Loads. 

The testing was carried out as recommended by the specifications of 

ASTM E661-1978. The results were compared to the acceptance criteria of 

the American Plywood Association for floor sheathing under concentrated 

static and impact loads. This report forms part of the stated goals in 

CFS/DSS Project 10.
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SUMMARY

The mechanical behaviour of floor sheathing under concentrated 

static and impact loads is very important and must be known for the 

different types of sheathing materials. Waferboard is no exception to 

this rule.

In this experiment waferboard from different plants, different 

thicknesses on different support spacing in different moisture conditions 

were evaluated and the performance in each case was compared to the ap

propriate requirements of the American Plywood Association.

The results have shown fair compliance in the case of con

centrated static load tests and exceptionally good compliance with those 

of impact load tests.
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BEHAVIOUR OF WAFERBOARD FLOOR SHEATHING 
UNDER CONCENTRATED AND IMPACT LOADS

By
T. Szabo

INTRODUCTION

Waferboard is manufactured with wafers usually cut from poplar 

wood and bonded together with a waterproof binder. It is widely used 

in wood frame construction as a substitute for plywood areas such as roof 

and floor sheathings. Before one can evaluate the structural perform

ance of waferboard panels in such an application, it is necessary to estab

lish what loads they have to carry. It is not difficult to visualize 

that, in addition to uniformly distributed loads, both roofs and floors 

must also withstand some concentrated static loads and impact loads.

The concentrated load level on floors are often substantial when one 

considers the loads that are exerted by the weight of a grand piano or even 

a 40-gallon hot water heater on small contact areas. A few years ago the 

American Plywood Association had developed test methods and acceptance 

criteria for sheathing panels under concentrated and impact loads (1 ).

The test methods they have developed are now adopted as standard test 

procedures by the American Society for Testing and Materials (1).

This report makes use of the standard test method and presents 

information on the mechanical behaviour of waferboard in single-layer 

floor application under concentrated and impact loads.
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MATERIALS

Commercial-size waferboard panels (41 x 8') were obtained from 

three production sites (A, B, and C). At each location an attempt was 

made to obtain panels for three nominal thicknesses, namely 5/8 inch,

11/16 inch and 3/4 inch. It was unfortunate that 11/16 inch could only be 

sampled at two locations (A and B). The production sites were selected 

such that, at each location, for each available thickness, a 25-panel 

sample was obtained.

The production sites were selected on the basis that the effect 

of wafer length on the properties considered herein could be assessed.

In due course two sites were represented with short-wafer-length panels 

(a and B) while at the third location the panels were made with long 

wafers (C). The panels upon arrival were carefully inspected. The 

damaged and suspected panels were discarded. The remaining panels were 

considered to be on-grade and they served as test material.

METHODS

The test panels were cut up into specimens to facilitate the 

concentrated and impact load tests. The specimens were prepared as illus

trated in Figure 1. The waferboard specimens were fastened with 2-inch 

common nails onto a wooden frame made of No. 1-grade 2 x 6 Spruce-Pine-Fir 

lumber with 1.6- and 19.2-inch support spacings. The concentrated load 

specimens were subjected to point loads, applied through a 3-inch- or 

1-inch-diameter loading disk, depending on the intended service use and
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properties to be evaluated. The impact specimens were subjected to a 

sudden loading force of a standard leather bag having a 30-lb. lead 

shot (No. 7%) in it. The drop height of the bag was increased by 6 

inches, up to 30 inches. Prior to and following each drop test, the load- 

carrying capacity of the impact test location was tested by applying a 

static load of 200 pounds over a 3-inch disk loading head. These test

ing procedures are recognized by the American Society for Testing and 

Materials (ASTM) under the specification of ASTM-E661-1979 (2). See 

Appendix 1.) Both the concentrated and impact load tests were carried 

out in dry, re-dried and in wet conditions as recommended by the standard 

cited above (2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results as well as the acceptable criteria of the American 

Plywood Association are given in Tables 1 to 4 for concentrated static 

load tests, and in Tables 5 to 8 for impact load tests (3), (2). In 

these tables, the results are summarized by thickness, support spacing, 

and moisture condition of the specimens. In addition to these, the total 

number of the tests is also given.

The observation of the concentrated load test results indicated 

that the 5/8-inch short-wafer panels performed slightly better than that 

of long-wafer panels. However, in the case of 3/4-inch panels, the reverse 

appeared to be true. On the overall, both types of panels performed in 

somewhat similar ways. With the exception of the deflection criteria in the
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re-dried condition for 5/8-inch and 11/16-inch, type A panels complied 

with all requirements of APA of concentrated static loading. Type C 

panels showed a very similar trend for 5/8-inch only. The type B 

panels had no difficulty in complying fully with all the requirements.

When all the three panel types were considered together, the deflection 

criteria of APA for 5/8-inch panels could not be complied within re-dried 

conditions. The 3/4 inch panels on 19.2-inch support spacing of all the 

three types were found to comply easily with all requirements at each of 

the three moisture condition levels.

The results were much more favourable in the case of impact 

load test (see Tables 5 to 8). The results for all thicknesses in any 

situation showed acceptable compliance with the requirements of APA (3), (2).
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Type A, 5/8-inch and 11/16-inch waferboard panels, did not comply 

with the deflection criteria in re-dried condition of APA for con

centrated static loading. All other requirements were fully com

plied with.

2. Type B waferboard panels were found to comply with all the require

ments of APA for concentrated static loading.

3. Type C, 3/8-inch waferboard panels, did not comply with the de

flection criteria of APA in re-dried condition for concentrated 

static loading. All other requirements were fully complied with.

4. When all three types of waferboard were combined, the deflection 

criteria of APA for 5/8-inch panels in re-dried condition for con

centrated static loading was not complied with. In the combined 

situation, all other requirements were fully satisfied.

5. Panels made with short and long wafers were found to behave ap

proximately equal under concentrated static loading.

6. All the panel types individually and in combined situations were found 

to comply fully with all the requirements of APA for impact loading.

7. Panels made with short and long wafers were found to behave ap

proximately equal under impact loadings.
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(All Companies)

TABLE 1: Performance of Single-Layer Waferboard Floors under Con
centrated Loads' According to APA Requirements.2

Panel 

Thickness 

(in. )

Support 

Spacing 

(in. )

No. 

of

Tests

Moisture

Content

3
Deflection Ultimate Load

Max.

Criterion 

(in. )

Avg. 

Actual 

(in. )

Min.

Criterion

(lb)

Avg. 

Actual 

(lb) .

60 Dry 0.078 0.077 550“ 838

5/8 16.0 40 Re-dried 0.078 0.084 550“ 822

42 Wet — 0.104 400s 997

24 Dry 0.078 0.064 550“ 909

11/16 16.0 28 Re-dried 0.078 0.074 550" 943

30 Wet — 0.084 4005 1103

20 Dry 0.078 0.062 5 5 O' 1060

3/4 16.0 20 Re-dried 0.078 0.070 550" 1075

20 Viet -- 0.068 400s 1227

20 Dry 0.091 0.050 551)" 1091

3/4 C 19.2 20 Re-dried 0.091 0.070 550" 1177

20 Wet — 0.073 400s 1667

NOTES: Tested in accordance with the method of ASTM E661-1979 (see Appendix I).
2
American Plywood Association - Research Report 135.

3

90% of specimens tested must have deflection equal to or less than 
shown under 200-lb concentrated load (3-inch-diameter loading disk).

1-inch-diameter loading disk.
5

3-inch-diameter loading disk.
6

Extrapolated values for 19.2-inch support spacings.
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(Company A)

TABLE 2: Performance of Single-Layer Waferboard Floors under Con
centrated Loads According to APA Requirements.2

Panel 

Thickness 

(in. )

Support 

Spacing 

(in. )

No.

of

Tests

Moisture

Content

Deflection 3 Ultimate Load

Max.

Criterion 

(in. )

Avg. 

Actual 

(in.)

Min.

Criterion

(lb)

Avg.

Actual

(lb)

28 Dry 0.078 0.075 550 724

5/8 16.0 14 Re-dried 0.078 0.084 550 “ 656

16 Wet — 0.100 400 5 810

14 Dry 0.078 0.069 550 " 842

11/16 16.0 14 Re-dried 0.078 0.084 550 " 771

16 Wet — 0.085 400 5 933

6 Dry 0.078 0.059 550 " 1000

3/4 16.0 4 Re-dried 0.078 0.071 550 “ 1014

10 Wet — 0.067 400 s 1181

6 Dry 0.091 0.066 350 925

3/4 ' 19.2 ,, 6 Re-dried 0.091 0.073 550 " 1085

8 Viet — 0.075 400 * 1438

NOTES: Tested in accordance with the method of ASTM E661-1979 (see Appendix 1).
2
American Plywood Association - Research Report 135.

3

9Q?o of specimens tested must have deflection equal to or less than 
shown under 200-lb concentrated load (3-inch-diameter loading disk).
■t
1-inch-diameter loading disk.

5

3-inch-diameter loading disk.
6
Extrapolated values for 19.2-inch support spacings.
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(Company B)

TABLE 3: Performance of Single-Layer Wafer board Floors under Con
centrated Loads According to APA Requirements,2

Panel 

Thickness 

(in. )

Support 

Spacing 

(in. )

No.

of

Tests

Moisture

Content

3

Deflection Ultimate Load

Max.

Criterion 

(in. )

Avg. 

Actual 

(in. )

Min.

Criterion

(lb)

Avg. 

Actual 

(lb)

14 Dry 0.078 0.075
' b

550 984

5/8 16.0 14 Re-dried 0.078 0.076 550 “ 1016

14 Viet 0.098 400 S 1205

10 Dry 0.078 0.059
‘l

550 976

11/16 16.0 14 Re-dried 0.078 0.064 550 1114

14 Wet — 0.082 400 5 1273

6 Dry 0.078 0.067 550 “ 1130

3/4 16.0 8 Re-dried 0.078 0.065 550 " 1136

6 Wet — 0.066 400 5 1340

8 Dry 0.091 0.048
**

550 1163

/ ü 3/4 19.2,,. 6 Re-dried 0.091 0.071 550 " 1276

6 Wet — 0.064 400 1557

NOTES: Tested in accordance with the method of ASTM E661-1979 (see Appendix I).
2
American Plywood Association - Research Report 135.

3

90?o of specimens tested must have deflection equal to or less than 
shown under 200-lb concentrated load (3-inch-diameter loading disk).
I»
1-inch-diameter loading disk.

5

3-inch-diameter loading disk.
6

Extrapolated values for 19.2-inch support spacings.
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(Company C)

TABLE 4: Performance of Single-Layer Waferboard Floors under Con
centrated Loads' According to APA Requirements. 2

Panel 

Thickness 

(in. )

Support 

Spacing 

(in. )

No.

of

Tests

Moisture

Content

3
Deflection Ultimate Load

Max.

Criterion 

(in. )

Avg. 

Actual 

(in. )

Min.

Criterion

(lb)

Avg. 

Actual 

(lb)

18 Dry 0.078 0.082 550" 805

5/8 16.0 .12 Re-dried 0.078 0.091 550 “ 795

12 Wet — 0.115 400 s 976

—  . Dry — — — —

11/16 16.0 --- Re-drj ed 

Wet

— — — —

8 Dry 0.078 0.060 550 “ 1051

3/4 16.0 8 Re-dried 0.078 0.073 550" 1076

4 Wet — 0.070 400 S 1159

6 Dry 0.091 0.036
*«

550 1185

3/4 6 19.2,. 8 Re-dried 0.091 0.066
•»

550 1169

6 Wet — 0.080 400 2005

NOTES: Tested in accordance with the method of ASTM E661-1979 (see Appendix I).
2
American Plywood Association - Research Report 135.

3

90% of specimens tested must have deflection equal to or less than 
shown under 200-lb concentrated load (3-inch-diameter loading disk).

1-inch-diameter loading disk.
5

3-inch-diameter loading disk.
6

Extrapolated values for 19.2-inch support spacings.
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(All Companies)

Table 5: Performance of Single-Layer Waferboard Floors After 75 It - Lb
Impact Load1According to APA Requirements.2

Panel Support No.

3
Deflection Ultimate Load

Moisture Max. Avg. Min. Avg.
Thickness Spacing of

Content Criterion Actual Criterion Actual
(in.) (in.) Tests

(in. ) (in. ) (lb) (lb)

21 Dry 0.078 0.062 — 1142

5/8 16.0 20 Re-dried 0.078 0.066 — 1286

21 Wet -- 0.085 200 "
no failure 1148

13 Dry 0.078 0.055 . 1295

11/16 16.0 14 Re-dried 0.078 0.052 — 1488

15 Wet — 0.076 200"
no failure 1288

10 Dry 0.078 0.042 .... 1578

3/4 16.0 10 Re-dried 0.078 0.047 . . . . - 1658

10 Wet — 0.064
200"

no failure 1636

10 Dry 0.078 0.042 — 1707

3/4 r 19.2,, 10 Re-dried 0.078 0.050 — 1612

10 Wet — 0.066 200 '
no failure 1441

NOTES: 1 Tested in accordance with the method of ASTM E661-1979 (see Appendix I).
2
American Plywood Association - Research Report 135.
3
90% of specimens tested must have deflection equal to or less than 
shown under 200-lb concentrated load (3-inch-diameter loading disk).

1-inch-diameter loading disk.
5

3-inch-diameter loading disk.
c
Extrapolated values for 19.2-inch support spacings.
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TABLE 6: Performance of Single-Layer Waferboard Floor After 1 s> ft Lb
Impact Load' According to APA Requirements.2

(Company A)

Panel Support No.
Deflection' Ultimate Load

Moisture Max. Avg. Min. Avg.
Thickness Spacing of

Content Criterion Actual Criterion Actual
(in. ) (in. ) Tests

(in. ) (in. ) (lb) (lb)

8 Dry 0.078 0.062 ■ — 1020

5/8 16.0 7 Re-dried 0.078 0.067 4 1064

8 Wet — 0.084
200

no failure 990

7 Dry 0.078 0.058 — 1150

11/16 16.0 7 Re-dried 0.078 0.058 -- 1158

8 Wet -- 0.080
20 o'*

no failure 1082

3 Dry 0.078 0.044 — 1439

3/4 16.0 2 Re-dried 0.078 0.052
4

1446

5 We t — 0.061 200
no failure 1360

3 Dry 0.091 0.049 . 1435

, S' 3/4 19.2 3 Re-dried 0.091 0.051 -- 1414

4 Viet — 0.066
200 “

no failure 1223

NOTES: * Tested in accordance with the method of ASTM E661-1979 (see Appendix I).
2
American Plywood Association - Research Report 135.

3
90?o of specimens tested must have deflection equal to or less than 
shown under 200-lb concentrated load (3-inch-diameter loading disk).

4

1-inch-diameter loading disk. 5
5

3-inch-diameter loading disk.

6Extrapolated values for 19.2-inch support spacings.
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TABLE 7: Performance of Single-Layer Waferboard Floor After
75 Ft-Lb Impact Load According to APA Requirements,2

(Company B)

Panel 

Thickness 

(in. )

Support 

Spacing 

(in. )

No.

of

Tests

Moisture

Content

3

Deflection Ultimate Load

Max.

Criterion 

(in. )

Avg. 

Actual 

(in. )

Min.

Criterion

(lb)

Avg.

Actual

(lb)

7 Dry 0.078 0.054 — 1282

5/8 16.0 7 Re-dried 0.078 0.058 1526
200 ‘

7 Wet — 0.075 no failure 1350

6 Dry 0.078 0.052 — 1440

11/16 16.0 7 Re-dried 0.078 0.046 — 1819
200 ’

7 Wet --- 0.071 no failure 1493

3 Dry 0.078 0.036 — 1723

3/4 16.0 4 Re-dried 0.078 0.041 ~ ~ 1886
200*

3 Wet — 0.051 no failure 1602

4 Dry 0.078 0.040 — 1766

3/4 19.25', 3 Re-dried 0.078 0.050 — 1767
200"

3 Wet — 0.059 no failure 1672

NOTES: Tested in accordance with the method of ASTM E661-1979 (see Appendix I).
2
American Plywood Association - Research Report 135.

3

90?d of specimens tested must have deflection equal to or less than 
shown under 200-lb concentrated load (3-inch-diameter loading disk).

1-inch-diameter loading disk.
5

3-inch-diameter loading disk.
c
Extrapolated values for 19.2-inch support spacings.
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TABLE 8: Performance of Single-Layer Waferboard Floor After 75 it -.Lb
Impact Load According to APA Requirements.2

(Company C)

Panel 

Thickness 

(in. )

Support 

Spacing 

(in. )

No. 

of

Tests

Deflection Ultimate Load

Moisture

Content

Max.

Criterion 

(in. )

Avg. 

Actual 

(in. )

Min.

Criterion

(lb)

Avg. 

Actual 

(lb)

6 Dry 0.078 0.070 — 1124

5/8 16.0 6 Re-dried 0.078 0.072 — 1268

6 Wet -- 0.095
200 "

no failure 1106

- Dry — — — —

11/16 16.0 - Re-dried — — —

- Wet — . — — —

4 Dry 0.078 0.045 1574

3/4 16.0 4 Re-dried 0.078 0.047 1642

2 Wet — 0.080
200 "

no Lai lure 1948

3 Dry 0.078 0.037 — 1921

3/4 ? 19.2.,, 4 Re-dried 0.078 0.050 — 1655

3 Wet — 0.072
200 "

no failure 1428

NOTES-; Tested in accordance with the method of A5TM E661-1979 (see Appendix I). 
2
American Plywood Association - Research Report 135.

3
90?o of specimens tested must have deflection equal to or less than 
shown under 200-lb concentrated load (3-inch-diameter loading disk).

4

1-inch-diameter loading disk.
5

3-inch-diameter loading disk.
6
Extrapolated values for 19.2-inch support spacings.
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Figure 1 Test specimens and locations of loading.
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rd is «sued under the fixed designation E 661; the number immediately following the designation indicates 
nal adoption or. in the case of revision, the year o f last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the vearof 1revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of]

INTRODUCTION

During construction and occupancy o f a building, floor and roof sheathing are 
subjected to concentrated loads that frequently govern the thickness required Static 
loads may simulate either foot traffic, or loads from fixtures, when applied through 
loading disks o f  appropriate size. Impact loads will occur during construction and also 
in service.

Roof sheathing and subflooring are 
both, under foot traffic and < 
critical under fixture loads, foot traffic, and 
single floors, must also support fixture loads, but they will have

likely to be critical in strength of stiffness, or 
construction loads, while single-layer floors are generally 
- - - -  — J in-service impact loads. Subfloors, like -

 ̂ t  an  additional layer of
material, such as underlayment above, which will help to distribute concentrated loads,

1. Scope

1.1 This method covers a procedure for de
termining the resistance to deflection and dam
age of floor and roof sheathing used in site- 
built construction subjected to concentrated 
static loads as well as impact loads from non- 
rigid blunt objects. It is applicable to wood and 
wood-based panels and boards, but is not in
tended to cover profiled metal decks, nor pre
cast or cast-in-place slabs. Surface indentation 
is not evaluated separately from deflection.

1.2 Three applications are covered: roof 
sheathing, subfloors, and single floors. R oof 
sheathing is tested in both a dry and a wet 
condition, while subfloors and single floors are 
both tested in a dry condition, as well as a 
condition o f  having dried out after being wet.
These moisture conditions are those commonly 
experienced with site-built construction. (See 
Note 3 under 6.3 for comments on other end- 
use conditions.) s ', . . .

N ote f—The values stated in inch-pound units 
are to be regarded as the standard.

2. Applicable Documents
2.1 A STM Standards:
D1517 Definitions o f Terms Relating to 

Leather2
E 575 Recommended Practice for Reporting 

Data from Structural Tests o f Building
Constructions, Elements, Connccttonv^;*-; 
and Assemblies.3 ■2&ÊÊÈ:

2.2 ANSI Standard:
Z 299.2 Voluntary Industry Performance 

Standards for Pressures and Velocity of 
Shotshell Ammunition for the Use of 
Commercial Manufacturers1 -‘: r‘ y .ÿgfcf’

2.3 Federal Standard:

' «s- • • -
1 This method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Com

mittee E-6 on Performance of Building Constructions, and is 
the direct responsibility of Subcommittee E06.ll on Struc
tural Performance of Horizontal Structures, æ&aÿi • ? ^

Current edition approved Dec. 21, 1978. Published June 
1979.

Annual Book of ASTM Standards. Part
3 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Part
4 Available from American National Standards Institute,

1430 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018. -

•- “. v T ?  ' i.



Fed. Spec. V-T-291 Linen Thread5

5 Available from Naval Publications and Forms Center, 
5801 Tabor Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19120.
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3. Summary of Method
3.1 Roof and floor sheathing specimens are 

subjected to concentrated loads applied 
through a 3-in. (76-mm), or a 1-in. (25-mm) 
diameter loading disk, depending on the in
tended use and the properties to be evaluated. 
They are also subjected to the impact o f a shot- 
filled drop bag. Specimens are tested in a hor
izontal position, mounted on fully supported 
framing members and with loads applied to the 
top surface near an edge, or at a location de
termined to be more vulnerable. Any support 
framing may be used that is representative of 
the anticipated service, as the framing is not 
considered a major test variable.

4. Significance and Use
4.1 The procedures outlined will provide 

data that can be used to evaluate the structural 
performance under concentrated loads of roof 
and floor sheathing, separate from the effects 
of the framing, under simulated conditions rep
resentative of those in actual service.

4.2 The test methods are intended to be 
applied to roof or floor sheathing materials 
installed directly to framing. They are not in
tended for the evaluation of the framed assem
bly as a whole.

5. Apparatus
5.1 The apparatus for the concentrated load 

test shall conform to the following require
ments (see Fig. 1):

5.1.1 Supports— The framing members shall,
be supported in order not to deflect under the 
applied loads. The support system shall include 
provisions for rigidly restraining the ends o f the 
framing members, as with blocking and clamps, 
to prevent rotation or vertical movement during 
testing.. Î

5.1.2 Loading Device— Any convenient 
means may be used for applying a compressive 
load up to ultimate, and for measuring the load 
within ±L% accuracy. Load shall be; applied 
through a ball-and-socket joint to assure even 
application.

5.1.3 Loading Disks—Two steel disks are re
quired, one having a diameter o f 1 in. (25 mm), 
representing a heavy appliance, and on& o f 3 
in. (76 mm), representing foot traffic, each with

a thickness of at least 0.50 in. (13 mm). The 
edge of the loading disk contacting the test 
specimen shall be rounded to a radius not 
exceeding 0.06 in. (1.5 mm).

5.1.4 Deflection Gage— The deflection gage 
shall be mounted on a rigid tripod whose legs 
rest on the sheathing immediately above the 
framing members that are adjacent to the load 
point (Fig. 1). The deflection gage should have 
a range exceeding the maximum anticipated 
deflection, have a maximum error of ±1 %, and 
be graduated to 0.001 in. (0.02 mm).

5.2 The apparatus for the impact load test 
shall conform to the requirements o f 5.1.1 
through 5.1.4. In addition, the foUowing equip
ment shall be used:

5.2.1 Drop Bag— The bag shall be con
structed as in 5.2.1.1 through 5.2.1.3 (see Fig. 
4).

5.2.1.1 Leather—The leather used in con
struction of the bag shall be harness leather 
(oak tanned from packer hides) or latigo leather 
(alum and vegetable tanned), or both. It shall 
be selected from a back or a side to contain 
enough area of the required thickness. Leather 
thickness shall be expressed in ounces ( 1 oz =  
i/m in. (0.4 mm)). The above terms are explained 
in Definitions D  1517.

5.2.1.2 Thread—Thread used to fabricate 
the bag shall be linen, o f four or more plies, 
meeting the requirements for Type B, Class 1 
or 2, o f Fed. Spec. V-T-291.

5.2.1.3 Fabrication—The bag shall be 28 in. 
(710 mm) high, with a side wall of 8-oz leather 
i/8 m. (3 mm) thick. The vertical edges shall be 
sewn together flesh side out and the seam shall 
be reinforced with a piece o f 8-oz leather over
lapping % in. (9 mm) on each side. The side 
shall then be turned hair side out and sewn to 
the bottom. The base (bottom disk) shall be 9 
to 10Ÿ2 in. (230 to 265 mm) in diameter o f 12- 
oz leather in. (5 mm) thick. The seam at
taching the sidewall to the base shall be ‘/* in. 
(6 mm) from the edge o f the base. Two rows of 
stitching shall be used for the vertical side waU 
seam and the seam attaching the side wall to
the base. , „ ,  .

(a) The strap to hoist the bag shall be made
from 8-oz leather V» in. (3 mm) thick by % in.
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6- Test Specimens
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6.4 Fabrication:of Test Specimens—The con

ditioned sheathing shall be installed on framing 
as shown in Fig. 2, using the type of framing, 
fastener schedule, and installation details as 
planned for use in service, and which shall be 
considered a part o f the test conditions. After 
fabrication, specimens shall be tested promptly 
at ambient laboratory conditions.

N ote 5—Where sheathing is installed on wood 
framing, the framing may be of any species and grade 
commonly used in construction that has a specific 
gravity of 0.40 to- 0.55 oven-dry basis, with a maxi
mum moisture content of 19 %. If nails are used, they 
may be double-headed to simplify disassembly of the 
specimen upon completion of testing. Framing may 
be reused for more than one test, provided it has not 
been significantly damaged by previous testing.
. i- • - •->’{»2JXC«3f: - - •.<*<' • * ,■

7. Procedure
7.1 Concentrated Static Load Tests— Apply 

the concentrated static load at one location on 
the top surface o f  the sheathing, midway be
tween framing members (see Fig. 2).

7.1.1 If the edge o f  the sheathing is fully 
supported between main framing members, ap
ply the concentrated load at mid-width. If the 
edge is unsupported, or partially supported, as 
with clips or a tongue and groove joint, apply 
the load 2lh in. (65 mm) in from the unsup
ported or partially supported edge, as shown in 
Fig. 2.

7.1.2 A single piece o f  sheathing may be 
tested at more than one location; provided the 
test locations are at least 18 in. (455 mm) apart 
(measured parallel to the framing) and occur 
in different spans.

7.2 Stiffness— Measure deflection relative to 
framing under the load point, using the 3-in. 
(76-mm) diameter loading disk.

7.2.1 Apply the load continuously to 200 lbf 
(890 N) to produce a deflection at the rate of 
0.1 in. (2.5 mm)/min. Record the deflection- 
gage reading at each 50-lbf (222-N) increment. 
Remove the load.

7.3 Strength o f f  Roof and Subfloor 
Sheathing— Determine the strength o f roof 
sheathing in dry and wet conditions, and 
subfloor sheathing in dry and redried condi
tions (and wet if  this condition is tested), using 
the 3-in. (76-mm) diameter loading disk (see 
Table 1).

7.3.1 Increase the load from zero so as to

produce a deflection at the rate o f 0.2 in. (5 
mm)/min, until the maximum load occurs. Re
cord the maximum load at failure and the time 
required to attain it.
' 7.4 Strength of Single-Layer Floor Sheathing 

(see Note 5)— Determine the strength o f  single
layer floor sheathing in dry and redried con
ditions using the 1-in. (25-mm) diameter disk 
(see Table 1).
r,ii ' - ->r ■■ ‘ si
Note 6—A single-layer floor is one that combines 

the structural functions of a subfloor with the smooth 
surface o f an underlayment. Single-layer floor shea
thing material is suitable for direct application to 
floor .flaming, and the direct installation o f a non- 
structural finish floor covering.

-VÎ't'fSKWÎri»'”' ■ -■
.....7.4.1 Apply the load at a rate o f  0.2 in. (5
mm)/min, until the maximum load occurs. Re
cord the maximum load and the time required
to attain it.

7.4.2 If single-layer floor sheathing is tested 
wet (see 6.3), determine the strength using the 
3-in. (76-mm) diameter disk. Apply the load 
from zero at a rate o f  0.2 in. (5 m m)/m in until 
the maximum load occurs. Record the maxi
mum load and the time required to attain it.

7.5 Impact Load— Apply the impact load at 
the most severe location, which shall be deter
mined by preliminary testing o f representative 
specimens (see Note 7). When the bag is 
dropped near an unsupported or partially sup
ported edge, the impact point shall be 6 in. (152 
mm) in from the edge.

Note 7—The most severe location may be that 
which causes either maximum shear stresses or max
imum flexural stresses. The former will normally 
occur near a rigid support. The latter will normally 
occur midway between framing members. If the shea
thing edge is fully supported between main framing 
members, the critical flexural point will be at mid
width; if the edge is unsupported, or partially sup
ported, as with clips or a tongue and groove joint, the 
critical flexural point will more likely be near the 
edge.

. .  . . . . .  . .  . . .

• 7.5’T-Specimens may be tested at more than 
one location, provided the test locations are at 
least 35 in. (890 mm) apart (measured parallel 
to the framing) and occur in different spans 
(see Fig. 3).

7.6 Prior to impact testing, measure the de
flection o f the sheathing relative to the framing 
members under a 200-lbf (890 N) concentrated
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static load applied with the 3-in. (76-nun) disk 
at the impact load test location.

7.7 Remove the concentrated load test an-

'oai usi”8 ,he
7.7.1 Drop the bag each time at the test 

location on the top surface of the sheathin® 
beginning with a drop height o f 6 in. (152 mm) 
and increasing in 6-in. (152-mm) increments 
during the test. Measure the drop height from 
the bottom o f the bag to the top surface o f the 
sheatlung over the adjacent framing members.

' '2 AJter each ^op» apply a 200-lbf (890- 
N) concentrated load on the 3-in. (76-mm) disk 
u  the impact load test location and measure

ïctdeCtl°n “ y Specified dr°P »

Note 8—A significant break o f the sheathimr 
defineci.as a fracture that propagates into or th rof 
the sheathing or other deformation that affects 
basic stiffness or strength. Minor “leafing” or i! 
surface which may occur at the test location is n  
considered a significant break.
9. Report

9 .rT h e  report shall follow the g e n e r j l f  
line o f  Recommended Practice E 575 and shf 
specifically include the following inform al»*

9.1.1 Dates o f test and o f  report.
9.1.2 Identification o f  the sheathing (m ini

facturer, source, dimensions, including thick 
ness o f each specimen, and other pertinen 
properties). r

10. Precision and

♦hi I n  " •  * concentrated static load, record age ultimate
the deflection-gage readings at the 50 100 150 r L  a-
and 200-lbf (222. 445. 667, ,»d 800-“ fa d  ™ T 3° tÏ  

he, ^tllccI,on at the lesI location is the age deilectioi

r s ï ï Æ s t i f 1id“ ,,°-8a8e readui8 ^  >
« X t a a d T S i n ï  ‘0ad “ <*the ^

8.2 For the impact load, record the deflec- age concentr 
tion-gage readmg under a 200-lbf (890-N) con- test aTsnecifi 
cenrated load pnor to starting the impact tests 9’ 1 5 5 The
(mitial readmg) and after each drop o f  the bag. age uiflmkfo 
The cumulative deflection increment at the left if  Method B 
location is the difference between the deflec- 9 . 5 Æ  
t.on-gage reading afler each impact load aPPU- age concern™ 
cation and the mitial reading. t î l  r

S.3 Reoprd the concentrated loads and bag S ï " Ô f  i '  
drop heights when the first significant break 
occurs that can be detected on the top or bot- 9 1 5  7 The

V jZ tA he,8h‘ at “ P -  load s n r f a ^ S ,

Threaded Rod 
(height adjust



tory nor the between-laboratory precision of 
the concentrated load procedure, nor the im- 

has been established.

10. Precision and Accuracyie  sheathing is 
: n :o or through 
that affects its 
seating” of the ■ 
location is not

pact load procedure,10.1 Precision— Neither the within-labora-

Application

general out- 
75, and shall 
information:

R oof. Subfloor

thing (manu- 
îading thick- 
aer pertinent

8 Optional test. -•
8 SI equivalents o f 25 nun and 76 nun may 

in. and 3 in., respectively.

scribe the as
sn ingsched- 
tion details, 

the condi- 
st apparatus, 

points, the 
•iy deviation

Dial Gage Supportough 9.1.5.5 
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FIG. 1 Concentrated Static Load Appan
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Hole reinforcement 
J oy J in. oy^-7 j mm) 
3-oz leather __

Seam reinforcemen 
(overlap 3/8 in. 
seam)

Re i nforcemen t 
(slip tightly

sleeve, 12-oz leather 
ov er s i dewaI I)

stitching for attaching sidewall 
: shal 1 be ^ in. (6 mm) from edge

;_Base 9 to 10%. in.............
...( 2 3 0 'to 265 mm)
diameter, 12-oz-leather

( 0  S ^ D 1 5 ^ d « f i hV <0a":'anned r̂om packer hides, or laiigo lea.her (alum and vegetable 
n l Z T ™  V ?  df m“,ons of te™ s> (l-o , leather -  K. in. (0.4 mm) thick). B

‘ and s e a r n ^ S  sid ?w X "  b T  f° Ur‘Ply) ^ ^  T” ?  f t  ̂  ^  double-stitch \
( i)  Lead sh o t-U se  No. 7% chilled lead shot (0.095 in. (2.4 mm) diameter) per ANSI Z299 2 Fill bas with 1 

cover wtth two layers of 3-m. (76-mm) foam rubber. Adjust total weight of assembly to 30 lb (13.6 kg) ±  14

FIG. 4 l  eather Drop Bag Assembly.

The American Society fo r  Testing and Materials takes no position respecting the validity o f any patent rieh,
o Z n T ^ c h 7 a te T r ié Z med'!>h 2 ' 7  f ndard Use"  ° f llus ̂ a r d  are expressly advised that determination, J y  such patent rights, and the risk o f infringement of such rights, are entirely their own responsibility.
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